CONCRETE TOPPING SLAB
MIN 2" (50mm) THICK

TRANVERSE STEEL AS SPECIFIED

WALL VERTICAL STEEL TERMINATED WITH STANDARD HOOK

TOP SLAB LONGITUDINAL STEEL AS REQUIRED AND CONTINUOUS OVER INTERIOR WALL AS PER BUILDING CODE/STANDARD

BOTTOM LONGITUDINAL STEEL CONTINUOUS AND SPliced OVER INTERIOR WALL AS PER BUILDING CODE/STANDARD

TEMPORARY SHORING BEAMS, SPACING AS SPECIFIED BY DESIGN ENGINEER

AMVIC ICF FORM

D/C SPACING AS SPECIFIED BY DESIGN ENGINEER

D/C SPACING AS SPECIFIED BY DESIGN ENGINEER

VERTICAL+HORIZONTAL STEEL AS SPECIFIED

TEMPORARY SHORING POSTS
MAXIMUM D/C SPACING 5FT (1.5M)
CAPACITY OF POSTS AS SPECIFIED BY DESIGN ENGINEER

AmDeck SUPPORTED ON INTERIOR ICF WALL (LONGITUDINAL SECTION)
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